Intro:

Are you ready for an open discussion with the best of the best and the best of what's
next? Welcome to the Tony DUrso show. Join in on a great conversaCon today with some of
the world's great inﬂuencers, as they showcase great advice and techniques that made them
the game changers they are today, now here's Tony DUrso.

Tony:

Welcome I'm your host Tony DUrso, we interview world-class inﬂuencers, celebriCes and
elite entrepreneurs and I thank you for joining us. We broadcast every Friday at 1 p.m. Paciﬁc
on Voice America's Inﬂuencers Channel, and you can listen to all of our shows on your Android
or Apple device go to TonyDUrso.com/mobile and get the app, TonyDUrso.com/mobile.
Today's show is with Jeremiah Smith and Dave Woodward, Simple Tiger and funnel hacker, all
right here's some info on Jeremiah. Jeremiah Smith mulC digital markeCng agency Simple Tiger
specializes in SEO for entrepreneurs and helps industry giants see signiﬁcant gains in their
search results, and organic traﬃc. Welcome to the show Jeremiah, it's so great to have you.

Jeremiah:

Thank you so much for having me Tony, happy to be here.

Tony:

The honor is mine; I can't wait to talk about simple Tiger. But Jeremiah ﬁrst things ﬁrst,
I'd love to know how did it all start for you, what's your backstory?

Jeremiah:

Yes, so let's see I got into web design years ago probably 2005-2006 just kind of building
my own li]le photography company and was really just building a nice website, got one up and
running and my mother who's an accountant had a client who saw the website, wanted me to
build one for them, so I built them a website it was my ﬁrst client work. And a^er building the
site for them they asked me hey all right it's up can we put it in Google, I want to see it in
Google and I was like oh I didn't even think about that, I don't know how to do that, so I looked
into it and I discovered this whole industry called SEO or search engine opCmizaCon.
So that really sparked my interest, I dove deep into ﬁguring out how to do SEO for this
parCcular client and a^er doing it and watching it happen and seeing the results and seeing
what it did for my client I was hooked, I had to do this for a living. So updated the resume, put

SEO at the very Cp-top said that's what I do and went out there and landed a job at an ad
agency in Atlanta where I'm from and from where I was growing up.
And so I went on to work for this ad agency that was actually a very large global ad
agency, and all their clients are Fortune 500 companies and stuﬀ like that, so I got to really test
what I was learning at this mom-and-pop shop at these huge companies and the same stuﬀ
worked and I got to learn the ropes with them and it was really cool. A^er being deep there I
decided that consulCng and building an agency around SEO as an oﬀering was what I wanted
to do, and so I kind of struck out to do that.

Tony:

That's very cool story, very interesCng how you just landed that posiCon and just
followed the prompts so to speak and got into a very large industry, and I'm curious though
the name of your company is Simple Tiger, what brought that on, what's the Cger have to do
with SEO?

Jeremiah:

Sure, so our kind of branding idea there is that we want to have the most impact with
the fewest pieces of input, so we want simply eﬀecCve results for our clients. And the whole
idea behind Simple Tiger was I wanted something that would sCck out in someone's name like
a Cger and then I wanted something that wouldn't detract from that, so the word simple
doesn't detract from that. And my father also called me Tiger all the Cme sCll does, so I kind of
think of that as kind of being part of it, but really I don't know I just thought it was a good,
nice, clean, brand diﬀerenCator something easy to keep in mind and then in regards to the
way we work we just kind of follow the 80/20 principle a lot like a Cger does.
Those guys sleep on average about 20 hours a day and they wake up just enough to
drink some water, socialize and play, eat and go back to sleep and so I kind of like the idea of
living a simple life like that and doing just what it takes to absolutely crush it and be a Cger in
terms of compeCCon.

Tony:

That's really interesCng, my dog he's in an Akita and he does the same thing, he'll be
sleeping 18-20 hours a day Jeremiah and the thing is he gets buﬀ while he's sleeping.

Jeremiah:

Exactly.

Tony:

And I'm trying to ﬁnd out that secret, how do you do that?

Jeremiah:

We haven't nailed that one.

Tony:

Yes we're sCll trying to ﬁgure that. Well that's very interesCng because you're right
simple Cger it stands out, it's very unique and it separates you from everyone. Now what's
interesCng about this, all right Simple Tiger does SEO okay we get that, you've taken it another
step or a twist on this where you run it all remote, can you explain that and tell us why you
switched and did what you did on this?

Jeremiah:

Totally, so it's funny actually Simple Tiger was built from the ground up to be remote and
that came from my experience working in the ad agency space. I would get up early in the
morning, get in my car, ba]le through Atlanta traﬃc rush hour, get into my oﬃce, get all set up
at my computer, put in my headphones, churn away and then stand up at lunchCme walk out
the door by myself run into some people at lunch hang out talk go back to the oﬃce, put my
headphones back in, sit down and work unCl it's Cme to go home.
A^er a while running that pa]ern I realized I don't actually have to be here to do this, I
don't actually have to be in person all the Cme to do a good job and that really came through
as I started doing consulCng projects for clients and I was never there in the clients oﬃce
doing consulCng with them, and realized you know what we don't actually have to be in a
client's oﬃce, we don't actually have to be in the same oﬃce we use project management
tools and chat applicaCons to communicate with the whole team anyway, anything else that
we talk about is oﬀ the record, so mine as well all the stuﬀ that's important if it's all a line
anyway and I could just be anywhere in the world this isn't a problem.
So we built the agency from the ground up to be a remote agency, and everything that
we do revolves around can it be done remotely which overwhelmingly is yes, it's crazy just
how much we're able to do for our clients by being remote but we save a lot in costs for that,

we have very high quality of life for all of our employees and things like that and so yes remote
was just the way we wanted go.

Tony:

I like that and by the way I did lead generaCon and markeCng for seven years for my own
company, and I draw a blank in thinking did I ever meet any client, I don't think I ever met one
client ever in seven years, the way we are geared especially in online business or something
that deals with computers and tech and so^ware, you don't really need to meet the people to
give them what they want or beyond, so it's really interesCng how our lifestyle has changed
over the years.
And in terms of Simple Tiger here again you ﬁnd it very eﬀecCve and your business is
growing as I understand, you've got for a smaller team than normal doing far more output and
I'd like to actually bring this up and take a look at this, how can that be where you've got less
people doing more, than other companies with more employees?

Jeremiah:

Good quesCons, so it kind of took us a while to get to the point where the leverage was
really strong, but the way that we do that is by specializing in two areas and this is kind of
criCcal I think as an agency. We specialize in serving SAAS companies, so we've narrowed down
our niche to where we work primarily and only really with SAAS companies, we do sCll have a
couple of other clients le^ that don't ﬁt the SAAS kind of category but regardless SAAS is who
we're a^er. And then what we do for them is just SEO, so we only do search engine
opCmizaCon and so because of that we're able to build a framework within that space that
serves that audience and does it using this technology or this methodology of markeCng that
we've built a process and a system around that we conCnue to innovate and improve on and
get be]er at and re-systemize all the Cme.
And so because of that we're able to get very lean, we only grab the things that we really
need to do our job and then we're able to charge a signiﬁcant rate because we're able to
generate such solid results for the clients that need what we do and then with that really it
doesn't take a massive team for us to manage all that. I'd say that probably when Simple Tiger
is done growing we maybe a few team members larger than we are right now and I'll probably
be happy with that, but yes we've got our core team right now, we've got our system and our
science ﬁgured out and so it makes us happy.

Tony:

I love it and Jeremiah for our audience to give them a li]le educaCon, some may not
know what a SAAS company is, could you give us a li]le descripCon and tell us how that's
diﬀerent from other companies and so forth?

Jeremiah:

Absolutely, so SAAS is industry term or lingo, it's an acronym for so^ware as a service. So
so^ware as a service is ulCmately whenever you are renCng a piece of so^ware or paying for
access to a piece of so^ware in order to uClize that so^ware, usually is for b2b purposes the
types of clients we work with, but o^enCmes you can also have kind of a client, a customer
b2c facing SAAS company.
So for example SpoCfy would be a great example of a SAAS company, you rent access to
SpoCfy so^ware and then you can download and play music through the player itself, so
you're not actually purchasing anything from SpoCfy you're just renCng access to something,
that's primarily the clientele that we work with.

Tony:

All right makes good sense, very interesCng. And you also have a slant a li]le bit
diﬀerent and this one is a li]le conundrum, it makes one do a double-take because as I
understand and you've talked a li]le bit about this but I want to delve in a li]le more, you talk
about not growing the business only for the sake of growth and you're not just interested in
perhaps proﬁtability, but well actually maybe that's all you're interested in is it proﬁtable, I'd
like you to explain that whole model because it seemed kind of unique.

Jeremiah:

Yes sure no problem, so ﬁrst things ﬁrst I kind of really fell in love with this industry out
of sort of a lifestyle demand where I was able to consult clients remotely, I was able to learn
something cucng-edge and fun and pracCce and play with their site and travel while I did it, I
was able to work my own hours and kind of do what I wanted there, I was able to spend more
Cme with friends and family and experience the world and things like that and all the stuﬀ that
I'm kind of talking about sort of terCary to work. At the end of the day we see a job or you
work a job and there's kind of a means to an end there, where you're earning an income and
that produces a result for you, that helps you secure something in your life that's necessary.
And while work is not just a means to an end to me, it also gives me a lot of sense of
purpose and joy there is a strong porCon of it where it is a means to an end and because of

that if the end is capable for you to meet and you're able to meet that end and enjoy it and
you can provide that for a few other people, then what really moCvaCng factor is there to do
much more than that in that capacity. And so for me at least it just kind of came into this area
where I want to develop an agency that people really enjoy working with and develop a team
that does massively impacdul things for our clients, and I enjoy educaCng so I want to spend
some Cme educaCng the world as well.
And ulCmately I didn't see that growing was necessary in order for us to do that, when I
say growing I really mean growing dramaCcally going from a six person agency to a hundred
and ﬁ^y person agency, is not anything that I really see as being necessary for me to be totally
happy with it the way it works, the clients who work with the results we produce things like
that. So a lot of companies do get caught up in the growth for growth's sake model, which I
think diﬀerent business models lend themselves to that to a degree, agency can do that but
doesn't have to and for me and my agency I don't want it to, I don't want it to just grow and
have 30, 50 or 100 people and thousand clients or anything like that, I kind of push against
that to be honest.

Tony:

That's really interesCng Jeremiah, it almost connotes the point of going for the quality
and giving the quality service which you can do if you had less clients but great proﬁtability as
opposed to thousands of clients, though there are people who would beg to diﬀer with this
and won thousands and thousands of clients.

Jeremiah:

Precisely.

Tony:

And by the way I'm also on that same boat, I'm not interested in thousands of clients
though I am interested in zillions of people listening to my show but as far as clients where I do
work for, there's only so much that one can do to do quality that's one of my opinions on
that's, very interesCng I think we're on the same side on that.

AD:

This is the Tony DUrso show, just ahead the chat conCnues with Jeremiah Smith and
Dave Woodward, Simple Tiger and Funnel Hacker, but ﬁrst it's Cme for us to take a short break,
see you back here in just a moment.

AD:

This is the Voice America Inﬂuencers Channel, be inspired.

AD:

The Tony DUrso show is brought to you by Skillshare, Skillshare is an online learning
community with over 24,000 classes in business, markeCng, technology, design and more. You
can take classes in social media, markeCng, data science, web development you name it
they've got it, Skillshare is there to help you learn and thrive. I want to learn how to be]er
engage with you, my audience, and provide you what you want; the Skillshare classes can help
me with that.
Come on and join the millions of students already learning on Skillshare today with a
special oﬀer just for you my listener, get two months of Skillshare for just 99 cents, that's right
Skillshare is oﬀering the Tony DUrso show listeners two months of unlimited access to over
24,000 classes for just 99 cents. Go to Skillshare.com/TonyD again Skillshare.com/TonyD as in
David, go to Skillshare.com/TonyD.

AD:

We don't follow we lead, join us The Voice America Inﬂuencers Channel.

Intro:

You're listening to the Tony DUrso show with key inﬂuencers, we'd love to hear from you
via email, be sure to send quesCons and comments to Tony@TonyDUrso.com, now back to
Tony and his guests.

Tony:

All right we're back on the Tony DUrso show, today's show is with Jeremiah Smith and
Dave Woodward, Simple Tiger and Funnel Hacker, for 11 years Jeremiah helped companies like
Segment, Shopify, MTV, e-trade, LG and Sports Illustrated see signiﬁcant gains in their search
results, organic traﬃc and revenue, quite impressive. All right, and now back to the chat with
Jeremiah.

Tony:

And now I want to talk about something that's probably near and dear to the heart of a
lot of people that have businesses that are in the audience or they have a side gig or they're
looking at doing something or they have a website just with their name, they do all sorts of
stuﬀ, we all would love to know how to get a lot of traﬃc from Google. Now me personally I
think I'm lucky because my name's on everything and I'm like seven out of nine spots on
Google when you search my name, even though there's many other Anthony and Tony Durso's
or DUrso's perhaps I'm lucky or maybe I know some stuﬀ, But we would all like to know some
Cps and it's a big area, a big ﬁeld maybe you could kind of walk us through SEO and give us
some advice on this at the same Cme.

Jeremiah:

Sure yes, so in regards to SEO really the purpose of SEO is to drive organic traﬃc to your
site, so people who are kind of stumbling around Google looking for something speciﬁc, if you
are what they're looking for speciﬁcally you want them to ﬁnd you and you want them to ﬁnd
your website and be able to begin a business relaConship with you, even if it's just reading a
few of your blog arCcles you want them to ﬁnd you. So the whole idea behind search engine
opCmizaCon is to bring in highly targeted traﬃc that's actually already out there going to your
compeCCon's website right now instead.
So in that regard in order to really build that traﬃc I see it as kind of broken down into
two major parts, one part is opCmizing, repairing, ﬁxing things that are on your site, secng up
kind of the foundaCon. And then the second part is producing stuﬀ and producing stuﬀ comes
down mainly to content and building links, gecng links back to the site. So what that looks like
in the ﬁrst category of ﬁxing, repairing, improving and opCmizing stuﬀ is pre]y much looking
at a list of keywords that you want to go a^er, researching those keywords, knowing that those
are the keywords you want to hit then you've got to clean up your site, make sure that from a
technical perspecCve it's running and operaCng properly.
The reason there is you have to think of your site as kind of like a library, if the library
follows the Dewey Decimal System or some kind of process then it's easy for a user to walk in
to the library and immediately ﬁnd a single book and they can even go into the book and grab
out of the table of contents a single page, that's going to tell them the info they're looking for
out of millions of books and millions of bits of data. So the technical structure of your site gives
Google the ability to zero in on exactly what your site's about, and so gecng the technical
structure right, having it opCmized is kind of a foundaConal core element of SEO.

But a^er that you then need to make sure that you've got all the appropriate content on
the site to answer your target customers quesCons and concerns, just like again if I were to go
to a library to look up a piece of informaCon about something what am I trying to look for,
what am I looking up, you don't want to be just a general library about everything, you also
don't want to be just to have a few pieces of content about something, you want to answer
quesCons that maybe people ask in the sales process or quesCons that people have about
your product or industry, how to's and guides and things like that and oﬀer up those pieces of
content to begin a relaConship with your audience. A^er you've got some good content on the
site and it's structured in a way that people can ﬁnd it, then you want to start building
authority to those pages, one good way to do that is to go ahead and run some social media
campaigns just to bring some awareness to your content, that'll get other sites and other
businesses out there looking at your content, reading it and it may turn into business right
away.
But regardless that's going to help people see it that may be inﬂuenCal and may be able
to link back to your content, you're also going to want to reach out to other sites and blogs and
media publicaCons in your industry and let them know you've got some unique informaCon
that you want to share with them and see if they'd be willing to link to it, to share with their
audience and things like that. So by building links back to your content you're actually helping
Google see that other people think that your content is relevant for those keywords as well,
and ulCmately that's what helps your content rank well in Google and starts bringing you
traﬃc. So that's kind of a layman's term version of the whole thing, but I hope that gives you a
good understanding and a good idea of how SEO works.

Tony:

Jeremiah that's really interesCng and I've I got a point here and we hear this a lot in SEO,
get links, get people to throw your links. Well that's a really interesCng quesCon Jeremiah, are
there any methods where we could employ that aren't really done to get people to link up to
us, I mean you just don't put on social media hey put my link up on your page, do you have any
Cps or advice on that?

Jeremiah:

Yes, so when it comes to building links just like so many other things we deﬁnitely
espouse quality over quanCty, I can't tell you how many clients that I've worked with and
shown tremendous results a^er only building 30 to 50 links for them and you look at their
backlink proﬁle and their top compeCCon has ﬁve, ten thousand links but we built 30 to 50

links for them and they're now outranking their compeCtor. So when it comes to links it does
not necessarily need to be quanCty, of course quanCty can help especially if you have a ton of
good links but quality is really the key there and if you all have quality the thousand links just
not going to help you.
Now links aren't the only thing, they are an important thing and they're probably one of
the hardest things, but a lot of people talk about spends 20% of your Cme producing content
and 80% of your Cme promoCng it. I like that model, I think it works really well, we found that
when we produce a really good quality piece of content it's much easier to promote. Other
people would say we'll spend 80% of your Cme producing the content and 20% your Cme
promoCng it, I appreciate the heart and where they're coming from there, what they mean is
produce a really good stellar piece of content then people will link to it. And while that's true a
heck of a lot more people and be]er people will link to it if you promote it properly, like you
can't just throw promoCon out and so yes we're pre]y serious about our process of let's build
a good content plan and then let's go build links to it and the process that we use for giving
links by the way is nothing I think too confusing or secret sauce or anything like that it's just
digital PR.
We reach out to a bunch of diﬀerent contributors at diﬀerent publicaCons, we get their
names, their info, their email addresses, their social media accounts and we hit them up and
we say hey you link to this site over here that was totally relevant to that but there's a piece of
content over here that talks more about what you're wriCng about right now and I thought
that this might be useful for you to link to. And a lot of instances they look to us and they say
yes that's useful and they'll link it up, in other instances they may come back and we may have
a conversaCon and then in some instances they just straight-up ignore it and so you have to be
ready to kind of do the hard business, the cold calling kind of eﬀect of link building but once
you start doing it and you've got good content to work from and the site looks and loads
properly and it's clean, you'd be surprised it actually works pre]y well and just a handful of
links someCmes can help you rank really well for a keyword.

Tony:

I like that and all the years I've done markeCng I haven't thought of, you gave me a li]le
aha moment here a li]le light bulb went oﬀ, very cool. How can we ﬁnd, is there a simple
methodology to ﬁnd companies that may enjoy the relevancy of some of the content that we
are producing, it's a big world out there how could we narrow it down to who may want this
sort of informaCon?

Jeremiah:

Sure, so ﬁrst things ﬁrst it helps to look at your compeCCon and do a backlink
assessment of them and see where are they actually already gecng links, like I'm kind of just
using some random numbers here but let's say that the best compeCtor in your industry is a
10 but you're like 4 right, well then let's look at the 10 and let's also look at some 8s and some
9's and see what their backlink proﬁle looks like and what kind of sites are linking to them and
there are tools out there that'll help you do that, Moz has a great tool for that, we use Ahrefs
that's one that we like a lot. But you look at these backlink proﬁles and it gives you an idea of
who is linking in that industry, and if you know what to look for then we're able to kind of
break out those pa]erns, then we start looking into the sites and crawling for contact data and
stuﬀ like that, and trying to get in touch with these sites, and that's one way to do it there are
many other ways.
Another famous way I think works really well is to work with a company that provides PR
companies with databases of contacts in various industries and just sort by your industry, so
there's a company out there called Scission they're a kind of a PR so^ware company and they
oﬀer up this database and this tool for managing outreach, but also the database for a lot of
contacts and diﬀerent publicaCons and blogs and stuﬀ like that. Now keep in mind though they
don't have everyone's informaCon, they just have some people's informaCon so you're going
to have to a]ack it from a bunch of diﬀerent angles to do the prospecCng and ﬁnd the link
prospects and then actually start the cold outreach process of trying to warm up the
relaConship and then begin building links.
The more Cme you put into this though I promise if you start building relaConships early
on, then people start gecng used to hearing from you every couple months or whatever every
few weeks and eventually they will warm up and link to you, and that's where the long haul
eﬀects of SEO really take place where you've been building relaConships with people in this
industry for so long, that you've asked for links that nobody else could get and you've got
connecCons now in sites that nobody else could easily get and you look fantasCc to Google, so
that's just something to keep in mind.

Tony:

I like that Jeremiah thank you so much for sharing this, there's some gold in what you
just said, a lot of gold so I ask those that are in business or markeCng or looking to do their
own business and all you entrepreneurs out there, play this again there is serious gold, I totally
understand what Jeremiah saying and it's like oh my goodness I could boost my business up so

much by just doing some of that work, so play this again check that out very cool, I really thank
you for sharing that Jeremiah I like that a lot.

Jeremiah:

Yes not a problem.

AD:

This is the Tony DUrso show, just ahead the chat conCnues with Jeremiah Smith and
Dave Woodward, Simple Tiger and Funnel Hacker, but ﬁrst it's Cme for us to take a short break,
see you back here in just a moment.

AD:

Change starts here; change starts now, join us The Voice America Inﬂuencers Channel.

AD:

You hear that majority of businesses fail don't be a staCsCc, get my book free The Vision
Map: Beat the odds for your Business Success. Get it free at TonyDUrso.com/vision and set up
your own successful vision map TonyDUrso.com/vision.

AD:

Hear the story, be moCvated, be inspired join us today Voice America Inﬂuencers.

Intro:

You're listening to the Tony DUrso show with key inﬂuencers, we'd love to hear from you
via email, be sure to send quesCons and comments to Tony@TonyDUrso.com, now back to
Tony and his guests.

Tony:

All right we're back on the Tony DUrso show, today's show is with Jeremiah Smith and
Dave Woodward, Simple Tiger and Funnel Hacker, all right and now back to the chat with our
guests.

Tony:

And one last thing I want to check and discuss is the world is changing it conCnues to do,
we now have arCﬁcial intelligence out there doing things, taking care of things, we think we're

talking to people on the computers, we're talking to AI same on phones, how does this aﬀect
what we're trying to do in growing our business and searches and the compeCCon if we to call
it that way to get on the ﬁrst page of Google, what's this whole playing ﬁeld look like now?

Jeremiah:

Yes so in regards to arCﬁcial intelligence in the scope of search speciﬁcally, I think good
businesses, people who are running an honest, genuine operaCon or are acCvely interested in
and invesCng in quality markeCng and understanding markeCng and want to build their
companies and build their online presence they have nothing to worry about, you're going to
be ﬁne just conCnue. The ones who do have something to worry about are the ones that are
using spammy tacCcs, the ones who are building kind of ﬂashed in the frying-pan websites and
turn-and-burn companies or sites and they're just trying to quickly make a fast buck, search is
not going to be really good to them because arCﬁcial intelligence is being used now to kind of
monitor what user metrics are doing.
So when users come in to Google and they search for something and they go clicking
around on all the results and then they go into all those other sites that Google has served up
and they're clicking around with those sites and they come back to Google, Google's
monitoring that enCre experience and they're trying to get an idea of was that a quality
experience for this user that we sent this website or not and they have a lot of metrics in that
that help them decide yes or no, and through that arCﬁcially intelligent engine they're able to
start making deducCons about diﬀerent sites and domains based on these user engagement
metrics and how people are engaging.
So for example if somebody comes into your site and load up the homepage It'll save
through a google search and immediately it takes a long Cme to load and the content they see
is too generic, it doesn't make any sense and they don't really like the look and feel of it and
they just go ahead and hit back or they close out of the tab, that's called a bounce they didn't
interact, they didn't like what they saw they just le^ right away they didn't really engage, that's
going to hurt you in the long run, Google's going to monitor that and that's going to hurt how
your site performs.
It needs to load quickly, it needs to look good, it needs to communicate clearly and
accurately to what your searcher is there to ﬁnd, and that's how ulCmately you're going to end
up I mean at some level that's going to impact your rankings. Now it's actually higher than
links in terms of ranking factor, so it's really criCcal that you're paying a]enCon to your user
engagement and what kind of experience you're creaCng for your users.

Tony:

I appreciate that and is there a parCcular type of company that we could reach out to
and hire to take a look at the funcConality of our site, that it's opCmized well, that it won't
bounce as much, where would we go if we wanted to actually check that out and take a look
into that further?

Jeremiah:

Yes, so Google AnalyCcs will help you obviously ﬁgure out all the data and everything
and then you can look at some benchmarks, Google AnalyCcs does oﬀer some benchmark
reporCng, I wouldn't trust that enCrely though, I would start looking into your business model.
So let's say for example if you're an agency like us then you're in the lead gen space so I would
look into lead gen and see what other sites bounce rates look like in regards to lead gen and I'll
Google that. There's a company called StaCsta and they put out all kinds of very interesCng
staCsCcal data that user generated data, so anyCme somebody does some intense research or
surveys and the data runs through StaCsta they index it and they make it really searchable and
ﬁndable.
So I'd look through there and I'll try to ﬁnd out some benchmarks around what a good
bounce rate is for you and things like that, but you can also honestly benchmarks and best
pracCces are great, but nothing beats good old-fashioned tesCng. If you can just set up some
A-B tests or just play with some diﬀerent tools that you've read about and heard improve
bounce rate, that's a great idea. I think making your site load faster, if your site loads slower
than two seconds right now, if it takes longer than two seconds to load try to speed it up and if
you can get it down to less than two seconds to load to where I can see something and start
reading and interacCng with your site, you're probably going to noCce an improvement in your
bounce rate right away, so that's a good place to start.

Tony:

I appreciate that, thank you very much for all those Cps Jeremiah love it. This is Jeremiah
Smith, we talked about SEO for entrepreneurs, businesses and SAAS companies, his website is
SimpleTiger.com, I don't need to spell that we all know what a Simple Tiger is. Jeremiah thank
you so much this was great and I actually learned some great stuﬀ, I'm looking forward to
apply some of this right away, thank you I really appreciate it.

Jeremiah:

Yes, not a problem thanks for having me, I've enjoyed it.

Tony:

And now we have Dave Woodward join us. Dave is the chief revenue and business
development oﬃcer of Clickfunnels and the host of the weekly Clickfunnels podcast Funnel
Hacker radio, welcome to the show Dave, it's so great to have you on.

Dave:

I'm so excited to be here Tony, can't wait.

Tony:

Dave I've had my fun with Clickfunnels, I've interviewed Russell Brunson as you know,
I've had a lot of fun talking to people about Clickfunnels and there's a lot of quesCons, we have
a lot of entrepreneurs and small to mid-sized businesses and even corporate execs in the
audience, but ﬁrst things ﬁrst I'd love to know how did it all start for you Dave, what's your
back story?

Dave:

For me my back story actually I started oﬀ in the ﬁnancial services years and years ago
and was accepted in medical school and decided last week before I supposed to go I didn't
want to do that and dove right in and started an employee beneﬁts company and eventually
sold that and got heavily involved in markeCng and markeCng’s really been my passion. We
started Clickfunnels about four years ago and have had a ton of fun, got over 68,000 customers
right now and I love helping other entrepreneurs have success, that's kind of my passion.

Tony:

Very appreciated to have you on, and I like to just jump in now and talk about some
Clickfunnel stuﬀ here, probably the ﬁrst thing is can you compare and describe, deﬁne what's
the diﬀerence between let's say a tradiConal sales funnel and Clickfunnel sales funnel or our
Clickfunnel's funnel.

Dave:

Sure, I think more so than just funnels I think probably the biggest thing is to really kind
of take a look at websites vs. funnels if you're okay with that?

Tony:

Absolutely please.

Dave:

We talk a lot these days about the death of the website and as I've talked with a lot of
small and middle sized business owners so many of them are so excited about gecng their
websites up and running and their website is pre]y much just a big billboard, and
unfortunately it really doesn't have the call to acCon, it's not speciﬁc enough and as you know
Tony these days people their a]enCon span online is so short that if they hit your website and
they don't know exactly where to go they're typically going to leave. And the idea behind click
funnels really started with this whole concept as you menConed as far as having an online
sales funnel and the only diﬀerence between an online sales funnel is in the funnels you'll
have on any other type of product or service you might see either oﬄine or online, the idea
behind a funnel is to really help a person make the logical best decision for them, as well as for
the business owner.
And so if you take a look, I think probably the easiest way of best analogy, it's kind of like
if you were to go to McDonald's, if you're to go through McDonald's and the drive-through, if
you buy a burger there that burger may cost two dollars and 25 cents it may actually cost
McDonald’s a buck 90 just to get you to the drive-through, and so their proﬁts is super small.
But what we ﬁnd is the very next thing they ask for is, do you want coke and fries with that
and that's their upsell, that's their one-Cme oﬀer for lack of a be]er term and what we ﬁnd
there's where all the proﬁt is really made. And we look at Clickfunnels the exact same way
where what the idea behind the funnel is to help bring someone into your universe, provide
them an oﬀer and then allow them the opportunity of gecng any addiConal things that they
might feel best serve them and that's the whole idea behind Clickfunnels and what a sales
funnel is.

Tony:

Okay I understand that, and I was watching a video of Russell's not too long ago and it
was like when he started oﬀ he was spending twenty or thirty I forget which on Google
AdWords or something like that, and by having that upsell he was actually able to leverage
that high cost of gecng the person into the door and actually make something out of it,
because he was actually losing if he didn't have an upsell.

Dave:

You're exactly right, one of the things we found is right now the two metrics we really
pay a]enCon to whenever we're looking at a funnel is what's the cost to acquire customer and
then what is your average card value or what's at the end of that transacCon, when they check
out what's that average value.
And if we can get to the point where our average cost to acquire the customer is the
same as our average cart value, we refer to that as a breakeven funnel and for us that's where
we start, that's the whole goal if we can just break even on the front end we know that
typically we're going to get anywhere from twelve to seventeen Cmes as much on the back
end, and so we really are able to get our customers for free and that's the idea behind using a
sales funnel.

Tony:

Okay, and we probably have, I'm sure not even probably I know we have a number of
owners out here that have a website business owners, entrepreneurs they don't have a funnel,
they don't have the sales funnel or the Clickfunnel but they may think they have a funnel,
what can we give them, what knowledge, what informaCon to help them improve what
they're doing and actually perhaps come and give a try out on Clickfunnels?

Dave:

What we found right now there's about 10 diﬀerent verCcals or niches that currently are
using our pladorm, of our 68,000 customers they kind of fall into those 10 diﬀerent verCcals.
And so when you go to Clickfunnels as soon as you hit the landing page very ﬁrst thing you're
going to see there is a quick li]le survey, helping you idenCfy which one of those 10 you are
and then we actually give you three pre-built funnels for whatever verCcal or niche that you're
in, so that you only have to worry about it so it's already done there for you. And all you have
to do then is just change the headline, change the pictures, change a couple words and you
literally can have it up and running within a couple of hours.

Tony:

Very impressive and I've used this, I've gone into it, it is so easy to change banners, text,
wording I'm impressed I really am, and I do quite a bit with the Clickfunnels right now, and I
really love how easy it is and I have not found anything that even compares to it if there
probably is.

Dave:

You know Tony one of the things we ﬁnd for a lot of our customers is they kind of get
stuck, not knowing exactly what to start with. And we ﬁnd that for a lot of our customers the
most important thing is really the oﬀer, what is the thing that's going to be of the greatest
value to your client and unfortunately what we ﬁnd for a lot of people is they always hold the
very best things back, afraid that they're going to give that away and they won't have anything
else to give.

Tony:

This is the Tony DUrso show, just the head the chat conCnues with Dave Woodward, but
ﬁrst it's Cme for us to take a short break, see you back here in just a moment.

AD:

We don't follow, we lead join us The Voice America Inﬂuencers Channel.

AD:

Hey guys, how would you like to be a best-selling author or sell a product or service in
high-volume, these are just some examples of what you can do with Clickfunnels. Get
everything you need to market, sell and deliver your products and services online, without
having to rely on a tech team and I just got you a free account, check it out at TonyDUrso.com/
click try it completely free and build your ﬁrst funnel.
You get a simple drag-and-drop web page editor, you can quickly build sales funnels that
convert, there's a smart shopping cart with one-click upsells, there's email and Facebook
markeCng automaCon, and in fact you get everything organized in one simple dashboard. Try it
completely for free at TonyDUrso.com/click, TonyDUrso.com/click and here's to your amazing
success.

AD:

This is the Voice America Inﬂuencers channels, be inspired.

Intro:

You're listening to the Tony DUrso show with key inﬂuencers, we'd love to hear from you
via email, be sure to send quesCons and comments to Tony@TonyDUrso.com, now back to
Tony and his guests.

Tony:

All right we're back on the Tony DUrso show; this segment of today's show is with Dave
Woodward. Dave is the host a funnel hacker radio which gives acConable advice and incredible
insights and secrets of the world's best internet marketers, he really gets into what it takes to
build a sustainable monthly income doing what you love and I've seen the results, this is the
real deal and now back to the chat with Dave.

Dave:

I can tell you when we start looking at oﬀers, whenever you're looking at an oﬀer the
most important thing is actually to give your very best thing out there ﬁrst and let them taste
it, let them consume it. You probably have noCced Tony, all your work online and working with
other clients and stuﬀ the hardest thing to do is actually get that ﬁrst dollar online, and so for
us what we found is the best way to get that ﬁrst dollar to build that relaConship of trust that
you need with anybody who you're going to be working with these days, is you've got to give a
ton of value don't hold anything back. Right now we currently have two of Russell's books,
Expert Secrets and Dot Com Secrets that are literally years’ worth of his experience and growth
and business life that we literally just give away for free; all they have to do is cover the
shipping and handling.
And so that's the very ﬁrst oﬀer and so when a person gets that they're like oh my gosh I
cannot believe the value that I've received, if I got this kind of value for just have to pay for the
shipping and handling I can't imagine, what type of a value could I get if I was to go a li]le bit
further and see what else this this person has in their funnel or in their business or whatever
their next oﬀer is. And so the whole idea we ﬁnd whenever you're looking at a funnel is to
focus ﬁrst of all on the oﬀer, you've got to make sure that that oﬀer is literally irresisCble that
there's no one else out there that would even consider not taking it. And so I would
recommend anybody who's ever looking to create a funnel, make sure that when you're
looking at your oﬀer that it's the very best thing you could ever create and start with that ﬁrst.

Tony:

Thank you that makes great sense, and I've heard that before always give your best stuﬀ
and I see various authors give away their book or give away the download.

Dave:

You know Tony I totally agree with you and it's interesCng, it doesn't have to be just a
book if you don't mind let me kind of explain a li]le bit how the next step in the funnel works,
is that okay?

Tony:

I would love to hear more, thank you.

Dave:

So what we ﬁnd for a lot of people is they'll give that away but it stops right there and
then all of a sudden they're sicng and they are going oh my gosh I'm spending all this money
giving away my content but I'm not making anything, I don't know how to even break even. So
what we found is in a funnel it's not uncommon where you will see things referred to as a oneCme upsell or down sale, and I don't know if you remember years ago Go-Daddy I was buying
domains for them and it literally seemed to take like 30 minutes to check out because they had
so many things you had to click on as far as no I don't want this, no I don't want this, no I don't
want this and it almost became this burdensome checkout process.
So what we have found is that for most people the most we typically will do is two and
what we found is probably the easiest thing to do, is actually on the order form itself is to add
what we refer to as an order form bump, and this can be something that's super low cost for
you to actually produce, it's typically given in a digital format and yet the value is extremely
high. If you wanted it can actually be your audiobook and it could be a $37 value or basically
they pay $37 and they actually get your audiobook for that price, so they're buying the book
but they're like what I really want is I want the audio.
And so now all of a sudden you'll see that your average curve value has nearly tripled
just because of the that one li]le order form bump, and then from there the next thing we see
is to go into what we refer to as a one-Cme oﬀer, where literally the only Cme they get it is
while they're in the middle of your funnel, and in the middle of that funnel and the key to
making sure when you start taking a look at order form bumps or one-Cme oﬀers, the problem
most people make, the biggest mistake is they keep giving the same type of content just rebundled or repackage in a diﬀerent way. What we ﬁnd for most people is once they scratch
that itch, even though they haven't received the book or they haven't received the audio yet,
they feel like they already have, so they want to go on to the next thing.
And so for us, take for example for Russell's books recently one of things we've been
oﬀering is now they know that they need a funnel, well the very next thing they're going to
need is traﬃc and so we have a traﬃc secrets course that gives them $297 but gives them a
course on exactly how they can start driving traﬃc, even though they don't have their funnel
yet they feel like they already do because they've already scratched that itch, they've already

purchased the book. And so the secret to making a funnel that actually works is to make sure
that whenever you're looking at whatever that your next oﬀer is going to be, it has to be
what's the next thing that person would need, what's the next logical product or service that
whoever's in your funnel would want next.
The only Cme that doesn't work and it's kind of a weird thing and that's in supplements,
for some reason we've test this so many Cmes Tony and what we found is the best order form
bump or the best one-Cme oﬀers actually instead one bo]le it's three bo]les or six bo]les
and for some reason even though they haven't go]en the bo]le they want more of it, the
whole psychology behind it's kind of baﬄing to me but we have tested this thing so many
Cmes and the only thing that actually where you give them more of the same is in the
supplement industry.

Tony:

That's very interesCng Dave, and I like the fact that you're bringing up other types of
examples besides a book, I understand they're supplements. What are some other great
successful type of products or categories that would be very good for a sales funnel?

Dave:

Oh my gosh I'll tell you a really bizarre weird one, and that is we actually have a
gentleman who lives up in the state of Washington and he actually oﬀers Bigfoot ExpediCons.

Tony:

Wow.

Dave:

It's literally so his ﬁrst oﬀer to get people in is basically a map of places that he's seen
Bigfoot and so that's the ﬁrst thing where you got to say oh what he's been out, he's been
hunCng for Bigfoot that's where he saw him last or it's another one I've seen that he's oﬀered
is, here's the history of Bigfoot and diﬀerent stories that people said about Bigfoot and so
they'll ﬁnd that, but then he basically takes them through his funnel and what you end up on is
hey do you want a schedule to go on a Bigfoot expediCon to help track down Bigfoot with me
and in about a three month period of Cme he's sold over eighteen thousand dollars in Bigfoot
expediCons.

Tony:

That's amazing, who would have thought.

Dave:

It's fascinaCng to me. So there's a lot of people these days who are doing e-commerce
things like Amazon, Shopify stores or trying to sell physical products online, and for a lot of
those Amazon sellers we're seeing a lot of them moving over towards Clickfunnels for a couple
of diﬀerent reasons, one is they want to maintain control of the customer data and
unfortunately Amazon they don't have that, they can put a product on there and they can get
fulﬁlled but they don't have the opportunity of maintaining control of their client, more
importantly they don't have the opportunity of being involved in the next up sales.
So what we've seen for a lot of people is they'll start oﬀ on Amazon and then they'll take
that Amazon product and create a funnel and one of the key secrets to anybody who's selling
on Amazon is you want to make sure that you get really good at bundles, what I mean by that
is too o^en people are in a situaCon where they're trying to compare apples to apples when
they're shopping and it all of a sudden becomes a price comparison, and any Cme you're going
to mean a price comparison that is a race to the bo]om and I hate to see people try to
compete on price because you always lose that ba]le. The people who win the game there is
by creaCng a bundle where in fact just recently I bought a camera and it was one of those li]le
I just wanted to point, shoot, quick simple easy camera.
And yet I went online there was tons of these Sony cameras that everyone had the same
thing, but then all of a sudden there was someone who for just a li]le bit more had a bundle
and in that bundle it included a camera case, it included a sCck basically to hold the camera
up, it also included a lens cleaning kit and I'm no longer comparing apples to apples this is an
apples to orange comparison where now I'm much more enCced by this bundle opportunity
and so I spent the extra ﬁ^y bucks just to get the bundle because the perceived value was so
much higher. And so we see the idea as far as using a bundle inside of your oﬀer to separate
yourself from your compeCCons worked extremely well.

Tony:

Very interesCng points Dave and when you were talking about Amazon, when I see
products and I do a lot of shopping on there as well, you're always pitch someone else's
products hey you may like this and what's really interesCng from the point of view of being the
vendor, the one that's selling this is if people are now being asked to compare your product

with others because this is Amazon site they want to make the money, they want to sell that
person that's there, so it's kind of like their funnel instead of your funnel in a way.

Dave:

Oh you're exactly right, in fact one of the things I've seen Tony that has worked really
well is again you've been on Amazon probably as much as I have these days and you'll see as
soon as a person buy something, the very next thing is well people who bought this also
bought this and we've seen a lot of people who actually use that as part of their bundle, where
Amazon's telling them what's the very next thing a person wants that's what they want or you
if you're building your funnel you sell the ﬁrst thing and your OTO or your one-Cme oﬀer is
exactly what Amazon's got more research than anybody else out there these days. And so I
would recommend if you're going to sell a product online, a physical product take a look at
Amazon and what they're recommending next and that's the next logical thing a person wants.

Tony:

Very good point and there are a couple that do well but in a li]le diﬀerent way it's either
Home Shopping Network or QVC or maybe it's both of them, but they bundle as well so I'll buy
products there that individually would actually be more if I bought all of the items, but with
the bundle I get far more at a less cost believe it or not so that's also really good about that in
the bundling aspect.

Dave:

I love seeing just human behavior and that to me is what markeCng sales is all about, it's
fun for me I even take a look at a lot of the chiropractors or denCst or orthodonCst these days
who are trying to ﬁnd some way of gecng a person into a retail store, into their physical
locaCon and we've seen this in the past where a lot of people will use chiropractors free exams
or x-rays or crack your back or whatever it might be and for denCsts it might be the teeth
white cleaning kit and those things work as well online as they do even oﬄine and so we'll see
a lot of people that can actually take that.
And for a local business it's so easy to target clients locally from Facebook or other ad
sources where you can basically oﬀer that same thing without having to incur the mailing cost
or anything else and that way you know you can glue a target if you're looking orthodonCcs
you can basically I need people in this demographic, in this range, with kids these ages and you
just get laser focused and then you can have the same type of oﬀ that you would be sending
them in the mail, now you actually send it to them online and they're seeing it, they come

right into your funnel, they can actually schedule inside a Clickfunnels they can schedule the
actual appointment and it really streamlines the whole system.
And every denCst or chiropractor I've ever met has their own funnel as soon as you get
in their oﬃce, it's an upsell a^er upsell a^er upsell whether trying to get you on to a conCnuity
type of system with a chiropractor, where you need to come back on a regular basis or even
denCst these days are smart with their scheduling your six-month deployment comes next. So
we see funnels everywhere and it's just a ma]er of starCng to take that same mindset and use
that inside Clickfunnels.

Tony:

Very clever, and Dave are you saying that chiropractors, denCsts and so forth can actually
use the sales funnel as well, an online sales funnel as you were just saying, I had never thought
of that.

Dave:

Oh yes we're seeing it happen a ton, it's been interesCng. I have a friend here in Bossier
where I live right now and he started oﬀ using Clickfunnels and he's a chiropractor and now
he's teaching other chiropractors about all the success he had using funnels and so again it's a
crazy exciCng thing. Funnels to me are kind of like an unfair advantage over your compeCCon,
you'll ﬁnd especially if you're a retail shop or a professional service you're so far ahead of your
compeCCon if you start using funnels these days that I mean literally you can grow your
business so fast.

Tony:

I love it, and I love Clickfunnels that by the way I have a special URL for everyone, ﬁnd
out more in then get a free trial check it out, take it for a test drive go to TonyDUrso.com/click
check it out and I know you're going to have a lot of fun. And now I want to jump into one
other thing, you have Funnel Hacker radio; does this give us advice, Cps, guidance and so forth
on how to build a good sales funnel?

Dave:

I appreciate you menCon that, actually we do I've had the opportunity of interviewing
over 250, nowhere near your episodes, but 250 people who have actually been what we refer

to as a some of our two comma club award winners meaning they've made over a million
dollar in a sales funnel, and so I've had the opportunity to interview quite a few of them and
they go through their funnel and talk about what they did, what worked, what didn't work and
for us it's all about tweaking things and we typically refer to it as a funnel audible, just like a
quarterback will have to call the audible same thing happens in your funnel. You're looking at
it, there are certain things you've got to test and you got to change and the nice thing about
ClickFunnels is you can do that on the ﬂy very quickly.

Tony:

I like that and by the way I'm actually going to interview someone who's won the two
comma club at Clickfunnels and I'm looking forward to someone who's actually yes ladies and
gentleman made a million dollars on the sales funnel it's real. Dave let's just go open it up, I've
heard incredible success stories, I know them in our audiences like what's this funnel thing,
let's kind of give people a li]le idea of what sums of the successes are from this?

Dave:

Oh my gosh we literally have successes in every segment you could think of, I actually
just had one of our friends up in Canada, he was a high school teacher, he met his wife at a
ChrisCan summer camp and he kept in contact with the camp and everything else and the
director of the camp was get looking to reCre and we were just going to close the camp down
because they just couldn't aﬀord to keep it going and he's like no, no you can't do that this is
my whole family, my legacy started there and the guy said well how can you help us? And so
he had no idea of what he was going to do and he heard about this online markeCng type of
stuﬀ and so he got a Clickfunnels account, went through the training that's free inside of the
program and what he ended up doing was actually taking over, he quit his job as a high school
teacher.
He's now the execuCve director of a ChrisCan summer camp and he won the most
presCgious nonproﬁt award in Canada for helping other nonproﬁts be able to ﬁll their camps
and help do fundraising and literally within nine months get done over a million dollars for his
summer camp to help ﬁll a summer camps. And it was just fascinaCng to me to see here's this
high school teacher who had no experience in business, he just had a passion, he was excited
about what he did and he wanted to save his summer camp and he was able to do that, so
he's been a fun one. So right now we have over three hundred and seventy two people who
have done over a million dollars in our funnel which is called our two comma club, we have 26
people who have done over 10 million inside of a sales funnel and they're part of our eight

ﬁgure club, one of those is Brandon and Kaylin Poulin, who they have a company called Lady
Boss and it's been fascinated for us to see.
I remember four years ago when they came to one of our very ﬁrst funnel hacking live
events and they were like talking with Russell and said we're going to be your number one
success story and the Cme they're in their mid-20s and they had just le^ a network markeCng
business in the health and ﬁtness thing and lost all their money, didn't know what to do. Her
story was Kaylin had been one of the fastest women to get her pro card as a bodybuilder, she'd
lost 80 pounds and document her whole process in which she just became passionate about
ﬁtness and so she started this program on teaching other women how to overcome all the
struggle of dieCng and everything else, and they've now created that program their very ﬁrst.
It was really kind of fun because their ﬁrst three months they've lost everything, they were
basically sleeping on the ﬂoor and in the li]le air ma]ress in their apartment and once they're
in New Mexico and wanted to go to Tennessee for Christmas to see her family they didn't have
any money.
And so they focused and went all in on Clickfunnels and put together her program and
launched it just a week before Christmas, did ten thousand dollars and they were able to not
only go to Nashville but they asked also were able to have Christmas and it was really kind of a
fun experience to see their excitement. Since then they've gone out, they now have a
supplement line, they had a clothing line and they're doing about four to ﬁve million a month
right now, so it's been kind of crazy.

Tony:

Wow, that is absolutely intense just love it, I love seeing success like this and it's all
because of Clickfunnels. For people that want to hear the Funnel Hacker radio, how do they
access that please?

Dave:

Yes, they can just go to Funnelhacker.com or just on iTunes or any other places Podcast
are posted.

Dave:

Absolutely impressive, I think in this short li]le Cme we've learned just about
everything, we've go]en learned about successes, we've learned about funnels. I mean a
Bigfoot expediCon is on a funnel, this is like crazy stuﬀ, is there anything else that would spark

your interest of all I could put this on a funnel, I guess if you're an expert in something you
could write a li]le eBook on something, give that free and then perhaps do a course or an
audio and turn your knowledge and experience into a funnel, that's probably a no-brainer
right there.

Dave:

Click Funnels is for anybody who's either trying to sell something online or to generate a
lead online, and we see a lot of people who are using it just for lead generaCon, got a couple
diﬀerent franchises that are using Clickfunnels to provide leads for their franchisees, and it's
been fascinaCng to see it in the ﬁtness space. I've seen it actually in another one of our eight
ﬁgure award winners, they help sell assisted living centers and programs basically to
franchisees who want to get involved in that business and they did over forty million last year
it was just crazy and I never would have thought that would be something they would be
selling on Clickfunnels, but they're doing it.

Tony:

Dave one other thing Clickfunnels is not just all about making money though, there's a
huge network of entrepreneurs that are very successfully using it, I do want to touch upon that
Clickfunnels is very strong in the nonproﬁt and doing a lot of work, could you tell us about
that?

Dave:

You know Tony I really appreciate your asking about this, this is one of things I'm most
passionate about, I'm a huge believer and the only people who will literally change the world
are entrepreneurs, Government's not going to change it, it's going to be small businesses and
entrepreneurs who do that. And I think that's why I'm so excited about seeing the success not
of Clickfunnels but of our Clickfunnels customers and their customers, what happens is for
every funnel that gets published on Clickfunnels pladorm we donate $1 to village impact, and I
was actually out with them last summer in Africa and we're building schools for children in
Africa and right now we've built twelve diﬀerent schools.
It was so fascinaCng I saw like a baby when I was out there I just couldn't believe how
happy these people were when they had nothing, I mean they had nothing at all and I
remember the dirty water they were drinking from and I'm like I would be complaining and
upset these kids were so happy. And it wasn't this enCtled mentality at all we were there
painCng some of the classrooms and they were all chipping in and we were pucng down

some gravel rock for a path and they were bringing over bucket a^er bucket a^er bucket, and I
loved just be in there and parCcipated in being a part of that, so village impact is one of them.
Another one that we've spent a lot of Cme with recently actually just did a documentary
for them is a company called OperaCon Underground Railroad, that saves children from sex
slavery and from organ harvesCng and kidnapping and everything else. Our mission now has
become one of to liberate and educate and that's really been our primary focus as far as yes
we believe in the entrepreneur dream as far as having a ton of ﬁnancial success, but the key is
to take that and use that to beneﬁt and bless the lives of other people and fortunately we've
been able to do that through village impact and OperaCon Underground Railroad.

Tony:

Very heartwarming Dave, what you're doing is phenomenal, you're not just selling a
great product and service you're actually giving back to the community and that is just
wonderful, I just wish you conCnued much incredible success at that. And if our audience, if
anyone wants to get a hold of you of course they can go to TonyDUrso.com/click get a free
trial, test drive it but if they have anything for you, can they go to perhaps
FunnelHackerRadio.com to reach out to you or how?

Dave:

That'd be fantasCc sure, both those work great.

Dave:

Great. Well once again Dave Woodward, Funnel Hacker extraordinaire, a very impressive
story. Dave Woodward, Funnel Hacker extraordinaire and yes again he's from Clickfunnels and
you can get the free trial at TonyDUrso.com/click. And for my amazing audience thanks so
much for listening, remember success awaits those who persevere and remain steadfast
despite the odds, be righteous join me on the next episode of the Tony DUrso show.

Outro:

We hope you've enjoyed this week's ediCon of the Tony DUrso show with his key
inﬂuencers, be sure to tune in again next Friday at 4 p.m. Eastern Time, 1 p.m. Paciﬁc Cme on
The Voice America Inﬂuencers Channel.

